Expanded Transfer Tank Offering for Specific Jobs

For use with Diesel Fuel & Hydraulic Fluid

www.weatherguard.com
STANDARD FEATURES

- All Weather Guard Transfer Tanks allow for Diesel Fuel and Hydraulic Fluid
- Sizes range from 40-110 gallon and come in Cube or L-Shape
- Weather Guard unique interior baffle design provides superior durability
- Each tank comes with vented filler cap preventing excessive pressure buildup
- Heavy Duty welded steel construction
- ARMOUR-TUF® Powder Coat finish ensures years of dependability
- Limited Lifetime Warranty ensures unparalleled quality
- Colors offered: gloss white & gloss black

40 GALLON L-SHAPE TRANSFER TANK

• 351-5-01
• 351-3-01

L-Shape design accommodates saddle box
Designed for most full-size and compact pickups
Use separately or in combination with most cross or saddle boxes

75 GALLON L-SHAPE TRANSFER TANK

• 352-5-01
• 352-3-01

L-Shape design accommodates saddle box
Designed for most full-size pickups
Use separately or in combination with most cross or saddle boxes

45 GALLON CUBE TRANSFER TANK

• 357-3-01
• 357-5-01

Designed for most full-size and compact pickups

90 GALLON L-SHAPE TRANSFER TANK

• 354-3-01
• 354-5-01

L-Shape design accommodates saddle box
Designed for most full-size pickups
Use separately or in combination with most cross or saddle boxes

50 GALLON COLUMN TRANSFER TANK

• 359-5-01
• 359-3-01

Designed for most full-size pickups

100 GALLON COLUMN TRANSFER TANK

• 358-5-01
• 358-3-01

Designed for most full-size pickups

50 GALLON L-SHAPE TRANSFER TANK

• 350-3-01
• 350-5-01

L-Shape design accommodates saddle box
Designed for most compact pickups
Use separately or in combination with most cross or saddle boxes

100 GALLON L-SHAPE TRANSFER TANK

• 360-3-01
• 360-5-01

L-Shape design accommodates saddle box
Designed for most compact pickups
Use separately or in combination with most cross or saddle boxes

For more information visit www.weatherguard.com